
Stevens

Stevens – What is located at latitude 48o15’ 37.5” and longitude117o42’30”?



Stevens

To calculate longitude (east to west)
1.  Look at the bottom of the map and the longitude number (117o45’) is circled in red.
2.  Look to the right until you see 42’30”.  This is 117o42’30”.
3.  Draw a vertical line from 42’30”.
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To calculate longitude (east to west)
1.  Look at the bottom of the map and the longitude number (117o45’) is circled in red.
2.  Look to the right until you see 42’30”.  This is 117o42’30”.
3.  Draw a vertical line from 42’30”.

To calculate latitude (south to north)
1.  Begin at the bottom latitude 48o15’ and find 17’30” circled in black.
2.  The distance between the two circles is 2’30” (48o17’30” - 48o15’)
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48o16’15”

To calculate longitude (east to west):
1.  Look at the bottom of the map and the longitude number (117o45’) is circled in red.
2.  Look to the right until you see 42’30”.  This is 117o42’30”.
3.  Draw a vertical line from 42’30”.

To calculate latitude (south to north):
1.  Begin at the bottom latitude 48o15’ and find 17’30” circled in black.
2.  The distance between the two circles is 2’30” (48o17’30” - 48o15’)
3.  Divide 2’30” in half which is 1’15”
4.  Add 1’15” to 48o15’ = 48o16’15”
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48o16’15”

48o15’37.5”

To calculate longitude (east to west):
1.  Look at the bottom of the map and the longitude number (117o45’) is circled in red.
2.  Look to the right until you see 42’30”.  This is 117o42’30”.
3.  Draw a vertical line from 42’30”.

To calculate latitude (south to north):
1.  Begin at the bottom latitude 48o15’ and find 17’30” circled in black.
2.  The distance between the two circles is 2’30” (48o17’30” - 48o15’)
3.  Divide 2’30” in half which is 1’15”
4.  Add 1’15” to 48o15’ = 48o16’15”
5.  Divide 1’15” in half = 37.5” (½ of 1 minute = 30 seconds, and ½ of 15 seconds = 7.5” – add the two)
6.  Add 37.5” to  48o15’ = 48o15’37.5”
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48o15’37.5”

48o16’15”

To calculate longitude (east to west):
1.  Look at the bottom of the map and the longitude number (117o45’) is circled in red.
2.  Look to the right until you see 42’30”.  This is 117o42’30”.
3.  Draw a vertical line from 42’30”.

To calculate latitude (south to north):
1.  Begin at the bottom latitude 48o15’ and find 17’30” circled in black.
2.  The distance between the two circles is 2’30” (48o17’30” - 48o15’)
3.  Divide 2’30” in half which is 1’15”
4.  Add 1’15” to 48o15’ = 48o16’15”
5.  Divide 1’15” in half = 37.5” (½ of 1 minute = 30 seconds, and ½ of 15 seconds = 7.5” – add the two)
6.  Add 37.5” to  48o15’ = 48o15’37.5”
7. Draw a horizontal line from 48o15’37.5”

Answer:  the location where the two lines cross are graves on Indian Hill


